
1. If a defensive player has a V-rating on his card of 4/3, which rating is applicable when defending a 

screen pass? 

a. 4 

b. 3 

c. Both 

d. None of the above. 

2. If the defensive coach wants to go to a (5db) Nickel defense, which starting defensive player’s 

position code identifier would have to be removed from the game? 

a. (d3) 

b. (d6) 

c. (d7) 

d. Any defensive player can be removed. 

3. When inserting a fifth defensive back into the game, does the player have to be coded as a 

cornerback? 

a. Yes, only a cornerback can be used. 

b. No, only a safety can be used. 

c. It can be either a cornerback or safety. 

d. It can be any defensive player. 

4. Is a defensive coach limited to certain defensive alignments when calling a nickel (5db) defense? 

a. The defense can only be in “D” alignment. 

b. The defense can only be in “S” alignment. 

c. There are no limitations. 

d. The defense can only be in either “D” or “S” alignment? 

5. What is the primary purpose to insert a fifth defensive back into the game? 

a. Defend a pass downfield and reduce the opponent’s passing offensive index by one grade. 

b. Defend a pass downfield and automatically read the play result from “B” index. 

c. Defend a pass downfield and automatically read the play result from “C” index. 

d. Defend a pass downfield and it automatically places the defense in “D” alignment. 

 

 



 

6. If a receiver is coded with an asterisk, what does this mean? 

a. The receiver had 100 or more receptions during the season. 

b. The receiver is always in “A” index. 

c. The receiver’s index can’t be reduced when a fifth defensive back is inserted into the game. 

d. The defensive team is automatically in “S” alignment. 

7. The offensive team is in B index, called play is a screen pass to a “C” rated receiver against a nickel 

(5db) defense, which offensive index would this play result be read from? 

a. A  

b. B 

c. C 

d. D 

8. In the question above (7), if the play result was a four-yard gain, how would you score the play? 

a. Ignore play result, since a screen pass cannot be thrown against a nickel (5db) defense. 

b. Five-yard gain. 

c. Four-yard gain. 

d. Ignore play result if the intended receiver isn’t coded as a running back (o9) or (o11). 

9. The offensive team is in “A” index, called play is a medium pass to an “B“ rated receiver against a 

nickel (5db) defense in “D” alignment and the quarterback is forced to scramble, how would you read 

this play result? 

a. Outside run boards, “A” offensive index against a “D” defensive alignment.  

b. Outside run boards, “A” offensive index against a “D” defensive alignment and add “one-yard” to any 

positive gain. 

c. Outside run boards, “B” offensive index against a “D” defensive alignment. 

d. Outside run boards, “A” offensive index against a “D” defensive alignment and add “one-yard” to any 

positive gain. 

10. The offensive team is in “B” index, called play is an outside run against a nickel (5db) defense in 

“D” alignment, how would you read this play result? 

 a. Outside run boards, “B” offensive index against a “D” alignment. 

b. Outside run boards, “A” offensive index against a “D” alignment. 



c. Outside run boards, “B” offensive index against a “D” alignment and add one-yard to the play result if 

there was a positive gain. 

d. Outside run boards, “A” offensive index against a “D” alignment and add one-yard to the play result if 

there was a positive gain. 

 

 

 

 


